SLATESECURE

WHY SLATESECURE

LOWER RISK.
GREATER PEACE OF MIND.

1. Lower Costs
Significantly reduces initial investment, while also lowering the
cost of staffing internal security and compliance specialists.

The threat landscape is expanding with the proliferation
and connectivity of mobile devices, Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) and Internet of Things (IoT). Preventing and reacting
to events is a responsibility with real business implications
like potential down time, data loss and data theft.
IT security threats morph, evolve and advance faster every
day, leaving your business vulnerable. We’re prepared to
protect your business and its assets with SlateSecure. As
a managed service, you extend your staff and ability to
manage threats and attacks, decreasing your vulnerabilities
and quickly achieving peace of mind.

2. Simple Security Reporting
Provides accurate and timely reports for customers using
best-in-class tools and processes.

3. Better Threat & Vulnerability Reporting
Detects suspicious behavior, identifies possible attacks by
offering 24/7 alerting. Focused on items that are actionable
by filtering out all the false positives. Through regular scans,
reports and insights are provided by pointing out potential
risks to give actionable intelligence, help target remediation
efforts and improve your overall security posture.

4. Achieve Compliance
Log collection, retention and daily log reviews not only meet
key compliance regulations but also help identify issues and
threats quickly.

SLATESECURE MANAGER

SLATESECURE SCANNER

Next generation Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM)
service offers log collection, threat analytics, rapid alerting
and reporting.

A vulnerability scanner that assesses internal- and Internetfacing servers, workstations and network-attached devices
for weaknesses.

Provides broad visibility to help you more effectively see and mitigate
security threats and validate compliance with numerous regulatory
and industry standards.

Recurring diagnostic scan builds reports that define, identify
and classify security risks.

Uses client’s log and event data plus our advanced threat database
and analytics engine to identify, categorize threats and alert you of
any critical issue.
Daily log reviews optimize the alerting engine.
Executive and detailed reports are provided.

Information including recommended patches, bug fixes and
configuration changes are provided to assist in remediation
when available.
Performs assessments at scheduled intervals with automated
ticketing to provide tracking and auditing.
Reports provided give a priority of recommended action to help
you quickly eliminate security vulnerabilities in your environment.

FOR MORE INFO :
VISIT US AT BEDROC.COM OR CALL US AT 615.815.1785

